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or generations, the American military—and the US Air Force in particular—
has relied on the technological superiority of its systems to dominate any
battlefield. Against conventional enemies, this paradigm has been so successful
for so long that it is often taken for granted. Unfortunately, the question of how
much longer we can expect that to be the case is very much open to debate. Many
people observe that, in terms of technology, we have fallen into something of a lull,
especially regarding tactical aviation platforms. This article suggests two actions we
can take to start changing that status.

The Present Situation
Our current aviation superiority is largely based on technologies developed and
deployed during the last decades of the Cold War.1 Since the end of that ideological
conflict, however, our aviation technology for combat aircraft has reached a plateau. The only major new capabilities have been (1) a limited deployment of F-22s
with more advanced stealth airframes capable of supersonic cruise and (2) the beleaguered F-35.2 Otherwise, much of our effort has concentrated on limited upgrades of existing capabilities as well as the development and deployment of remotely piloted air systems.3
The geopolitical environment of the last two decades has made this situation acceptable. During the 1980s, we largely recapitalized our aircraft force with new
equipment and have lacked a peer competitor after the collapse of the Soviet
Union. We have focused since then on improved command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, as well as remotely piloted systems that supplanted the development of manned tactical aircraft
technology. Unfortunately, this somewhat permissive geopolitical and operational
environment is not likely to continue.
At present, we confront a chaotic and increasingly dangerous threat environment
around the globe. China, Russia, Iran, North Korea, and radical Islam/terrorism in
all its manifestations, along with a host of others, present challenges to our national
security. In particular, China’s antiaccess/area-denial strategy, intended to defeat our
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ability to project power in the Western Pacific, has made great strides in building the
technical base necessary for such a strategy. Furthermore, the Chinese are pursuing
what amounts to a staggering list of revolutions in their air and space technology.4
When the (potential) opposition is catching up, the obvious counter is—and historically has been—a technological leap forward. Unfortunately, as previously mentioned, manned military aviation technology, especially for manned tactical aircraft,
may be reaching a period of little change. Only a small portion of the most recent
(2010) Air Force long-range research concept, Technology Horizons, dealt with actual
aircraft technology. Instead, it concentrated primarily on advanced (and, admittedly,
potentially revolutionary) computer applications intended to do what we are already
doing—only faster, cheaper, and with less manpower.5 Most current research on
manned tactical aircraft concentrates on what amounts to incremental improvements
for and sustainment of existing systems while research on a possible successor generation of such aircraft is only in the preliminary stages. Procurement of manned
tactical aircraft for at least the next 20 years effectively will consist of what is presently
on the assembly line.6 The Navy faces a similar situation.7 Moreover, although we are
evidently putting extensive effort into future remotely piloted systems, their ultimate
capabilities—especially their survivability on a dynamic, high-threat battlefield—remain
to be seen despite the enthusiasm of those systems’ proponents.
We must recognize that a central reason for the plateau in manned tactical aviation
technology is that we are approaching—if we have not already reached—the limits
of what is immediately and affordably available for tactical combat aircraft. Further,
it is at least possible that we have reached or nearly reached the limits of what is
technically feasible for air-breathing manned combat aircraft. None of the possible
upgrades to existing systems are really a breakthrough or a game changer.8 Beyond
these upgrades, there are no readily apparent or available breakthroughs to pursue.
At this point, the only evident exceptions are the possibility that active electronically
scanned array (AESA) radars can provide us with high-power microwave weapon
capability; other exceptions include electromagnetic pulse weapons such as the
Counterelectronics High-Powered Microwave Advanced Missile Project (CHAMP)
warhead and whatever computer network attack capability we have developed or
will develop.9
Unfortunately, we are not the only ones with access to such technologies. The
rest of the world, especially our rivals, is catching up and is expected to master and
deploy these technologies in the near future. In some cases, those rivals are already
doing so. Even more ominously, several potential game-changing technologies of
the near future, such as very long-range air-to-air missiles (AAM), precision-guided
antisurface ballistic missiles, cyber weapons, stealthy cruise missiles, and advanced
warheads (such as cluster, electromagnetic pulse, and fuel-air explosive) are as
likely, if not more likely, to work against us as for us. This array of technologies
obviously has profound implications for the strategic and tactical situations we will
encounter around the world. Specifically, we and our allies will not necessarily be
able to rely on superior technology and capabilities that served as a force multiplier
since the end of the Cold War and compensated for inferior numbers. Meanwhile,
our ongoing fiscal and economic situation will make both recapitalizing our aging
equipment and pursuing new technology enormously difficult. We should not rely
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on a cost breakthrough with remotely piloted systems to avoid this situation. Most
of those vehicles deployed so far have been relatively inexpensive because their
airframes are comparatively simple and cheap. However, costs go up rapidly as airframes and their sensor packages increase in sophistication. So what can we do?

The Way Forward
First, we must water the tree of future research and development and keep it
watered—but we can expect results only in the long term. For example, at the moment, the Air Force and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
appear to have a reasonably coherent program for hypersonics (flight at or above
Mach 5). However, the immediate focus is on tactical missiles, with a larger, reusable
remotely piloted hypersonic vehicle expected in the 2030 time frame and a potentially manned hypersonic vehicle for 2040.10 If we cannot make an immediate or
rapid leap ahead in airframes or engines, do other alternatives exist? Might we harvest
any low-hanging fruit in the near or intermediate future that could offer new capabilities or at least extend the viability of existing systems, preferably without breaking
the bank?
Two areas potentially worth exploring might, if pushed, have an impact as early
as the turn of the next decade. Moreover, they would prove especially useful in an
environment where we will need to operate at longer ranges against more sophisticated enemies deploying antiaccess/area-denial systems. They include longerrange AAMs and—more ambiguously and much less noticed—improved fuels.
Longer-Range Air-to-Air Missiles
As previously mentioned, we are facing the likely or inevitable proliferation of increasingly long-range AAMs. The Chinese are reportedly deploying these weapons
with ranges that at least rival those of currently deployed US AAMs.11 Consequently,
until the widespread deployment of the F-35, the fourth-generation aircraft that the
US fighter force and our allies depend on will no longer have a missile-range advantage. The Russians are starting to deploy the R-37/AA-X-13 (reported by some credible sources to have a range in excess of 150 nautical miles [nm]) on their upgraded
MiG-31BM.12 Additionally, the Russians say that variants can also be mounted on
other aircraft such as the Su-35 and their T-50 fifth-generation fighter.13 Even more
ominous would be the Russian R-172/K-100, with a reported range of up to 200 or
more nm.14 If produced, it could be mounted on the widely deployed Su-27 family
of aircraft.15 At the very least, such very-long-range systems are likely to pose a major
threat to the more vulnerable support aircraft such as tankers and Airborne Warning
and Control System aircraft, on which our air operations critically depend.
Aside from the latest version of the advanced medium-range air-to-air missile
(AMRAAM), the AIM-120D, which reportedly has a range 50 percent greater than
that of earlier AMRAAMs (increasing its range up to a reported 97 nm), the United
States has no longer-range AAMs in its inventory or in prospect.16 The Navy’s Phoenix missiles and the F-14s that carried them are long gone. The Next Generation
Missile / Joint Dual Role Air Dominance Missile, intended as a replacement for the
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AMRAAM (and the AGM-88 high-speed antiradiation missiles), reportedly was cancelled in 2012 for affordability reasons although some sources speculate that classified
work has possibly continued.17 Since one of this missile’s major intended characteristics was substantially improved range, its development should be restored as a
major priority.18 At one time, we considered putting a ramjet engine on the AMRAAM
to boost its range and capabilities, as is being done on several next-generation missiles
such as the British Meteor, reportedly on the Chinese PL-21, and possibly a version
of the Russian R-77/AA-12.19 If doing so will further improve the range and capability of the AIM-120D, we should give serious thought to reviving this development.
Finally, Raytheon is developing an extended-range version of the AMRAAM for
surface launchers (the AMRAAM-ER) that we should consider modifying for verylong-range air-to-air use.20 We should also contemplate reviving a version of the
Network Centric Airborne Defense Element (NCADE) missile as an alternative
very-long-range AAM. The NCADE was intended for boost-phase intercept of ballistic missiles, using an AMRAAM missile frame with an advanced rocket motor and
an infrared seeker from an AIM-9X.21 Early testing was evidently successful, but it
does not appear to have been included in the budgets for fiscal year 2013 or later.22
An additional feature that we should think about for improving the capability of
future missiles involves putting an AESA radar on the AMRAAM, as the Japanese
have done with their AAM-4B and as the British may do with the Meteor, if this addition is technically possible. (The AAM-4 is somewhat larger than the AIM-120, allowing it to carry a bigger antenna.)23 An AESA radar increases the range at which
the active radar on the missile can autonomously track a target, reportedly by as
much as 40 percent.24 We may further increase the range of the radar by upgrading
it with gallium nitride component technology.25
Improved Fuels
An obvious, although little-considered, way of extending the range of aircraft is
through fuels with higher energy density per volume, which will yield greater
range as long as they do not weigh much more than the fuels they replace. Fragmentary reports indicate that during the Cold War, the Soviets’ development and
use of a fuel with higher energy density per volume than commonly used Western
fuel gave their aircraft considerably longer range than expected, but such reports
remain publicly unconfirmed.26 Recently, the United States has been researching a
fuel called JP-900 for two main reasons: as an alternative to fuels produced from
petroleum (it comes primarily from coal) and as a fuel having higher heat tolerance
than those presently used. (It is called JP-900 for its stability for some specified period at 900 degrees Fahrenheit.) Research has confirmed that JP-900 also has a
somewhat higher energy density than present jet fuels but only by several percent.27
However, higher energy density appears to have been only a secondary consideration
in the research. The Department of Defense should make such energy density a primary consideration for such research along with cost considerations (new fuels
need to be no more expensive than the current ones) and the ability to immediately
substitute for present fuels without modifying aircraft systems.28
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Conclusions
The days when the United States could take for granted its status as the world’s
premier air and space technology superpower may not be over, but complacency is
clearly not an option. Above all, we need to recognize that we are facing long-term
competition and that we must keep our own tree of air and space innovation well
watered, especially for tactical systems at a time when, as this analysis has noted,
little low-hanging fruit will be harvested in the near future. We should change that
prospect for combat aircraft and systems—and soon. It is time to start thinking outside the box.
Aside from applying emerging techniques such as rapid prototyping, we should
consider turning to the private sector.29 Numerous companies are now leading in
such fields as cyber and space launch vehicles. For one, SpaceX seems well on the
way to revolutionizing the field by providing space-launch-vehicle capability at a
cost well under historic norms.30 Further, the company evidently intends to undertake a further revolution by making such vehicles fully reusable.31 Of more relevance, civilian companies may be pursuing a similar revolution with high-speed
flight. For instance, the Hypermach company is designing the SonicStar, an advanced business jet intended to cruise at over Mach 4.32 I suggest that DARPA and
the Air Force closely monitor its development, and if it actually works, we should
explore the feasibility of converting its technology to war-fighting use.33 
Notes
1. These technologies include the following:
• Fourth-generation aircraft that were increasingly integrated systems rather than a collection of
discrete subsystems: F-15s, F-16s, and F-18s.
• Stealth aircraft.
• All-aspect infrared air-to-air missiles (AAM) starting with the AIM-9L Sidewinder.
• Active radar-guided AAMs: the AIM-120 advanced medium-range air-to-air missile (AMRAAM).
• Precision-guided air-to-surface munitions.
• Look-down-shoot-down radars.
• Precision navigation systems, especially the Global Positioning System.
• Command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems necessary to fight an integrated battle and war.
2. Aside from stealth, many people argue that the F-35A does not provide major improvements
over the F-16 and that in some important aspects (maximum speed and maneuverability), it is actually less capable.
3. These upgrades have included improved weapons; more advanced electronics and engines; further integration of sensors both on and between aircraft; improvements of command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence; and maintaining an increasingly aged aircraft fleet while fighting in multiple conflicts simultaneously.
4. The list of revolutions is as follows:
• In advanced military combat aircraft, including stealth aircraft.
• In support aircraft.
• In remotely piloted air systems.
• In precision-guided long-range missiles, including antiship ballistic missiles.
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• In air defense.
• In antisatellite systems.
• In aircraft carriers.
• In manned space systems.
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